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Abstract Within the past two decades, there has been an

increase in the acquisition of residual dipolar couplings

(RDC) for investigations of biomolecular structures. Their

use however is still not as widely adopted as the traditional

methods of structure determination by NMR, despite their

potential for extending the limits in studies that examine

both the structure and dynamics of biomolecules. This is in

part due to the difficulties associated with the analysis of

this information-rich data type. The software analysis tool

REDCRAFT was previously introduced to address some of

these challenges. Here we describe and evaluate a number

of additional features that have been incorporated in order

to extend its computational and analytical capabilities.

REDCRAFT’s more traditional enhancements integrate a

modified steric collision term, as well as structural refine-

ment in the rotamer space. Other, non-traditional

improvements include: the filtering of viable structures

based on relative order tensor estimates, decimation of the

conformational space based on structural similarity, and

forward/reverse folding of proteins. Utilizing RED-

CRAFT’s newest features we demonstrate de-novo folding

of proteins 1D3Z and 1P7E to within less than 1.6 Å of the

corresponding X-ray structures, using as many as four

RDCs per residue and as little as two RDCs per residue, in

two alignment media. We also show the successful folding

of a structure to less than 1.6 Å of the X-ray structure using

{Ci-1–Ni, Ni–Hi, and Ci-1–Hi} RDCs in one alignment

medium, and only {Ni–Hi} in the second alignment med-

ium (a set of data which can be collected on deuterated

samples). The program is available for download from our

website at http://ifestos.cse.sc.edu.

Keywords REDCRAFT � Structure � Dynamics � RDC �
Dipolar � Computational

Introduction

Traditional experimental methods for protein structure

determination include X-ray crystallography and nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. The two

approaches have been utilized extensively, contributing

90,358 and 10,537 biomolecular structures respectively, to

the Protein Databank (PDB; as of Jul, 2014) (Berman et al.

2000). While both methods have been instrumental, each

exhibits certain limitations in exploring the protein struc-

ture-space. For instance, despite coding for more than

30 % of the human genome, membrane proteins have been

very poorly represented (Opella et al. 2002) in the PDB.

Furthermore, no novel fold families [as classified by CATH

(Orengo et al. 1997) or SCOP (Murzin et al. 1995)] have

been submitted to the PDB since 2010. Specific to NMR

spectroscopy, such limitations are the result of a heavy

dependence on internuclear distances that can be obtained

from the nuclear overhauser effect (NOE) (Wuthrich

1986). While distance based approaches have been very

successful in macromolecular structure determinations,

they are not universally applicable to all classes of

molecular structures. Non-globular proteins and membrane

bound/associated proteins can be cited as such examples, as

their recalcitrant nature is often exacerbated by the

requirements imposed by NOE experiments. Residual

dipolar couplings (RDCs) are an alternative type of data

obtained by NMR spectroscopy. Although their role in
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structure determination has been limited to providing only

minor additional restraints relative to the large number of

distance-based NOE (Prestegard et al. 2001; Valafar et al.

2005; Bryson et al. 2008) restraints, more recent develop-

ments (Dosset et al. 2001; Tian et al. 2001b; Valafar et al.

2005; Prestegard et al. 2005) have demonstrated the

potential for a reversal in the role of these data types which

could possibly absolve NMR spectroscopy from its reliance

upon NOE restraints.

Historically, the use of RDCs has been impeded mainly

by data acquisition and data analysis. The introduction of

various alignment media (Prestegard et al. 2004), com-

bined with improvements in instrumentation and pulse

sequences (Prestegard et al. 2004; Banci et al. 2010), have

significantly reduced the experimental limitations in

obtaining RDCs. Moreover, a number of distinct advanta-

ges exhibited by orientational constraints (compared to

traditional distance-based constraints) have further con-

tributed to progress in RDC data acquisition (Tian et al.

2001b; Valafar et al. 2005; Prestegard et al. 2005; Park

et al. 2009). Consequently, the amount of acquired RDC

data has increased precipitously over the past few years as

evidenced by submissions to the Biological Magnetic

Resonance Bank (BMRB; refer to Fig. 1) (Doreleijers et al.

2003; Ulrich et al. 2008). However, the full potential of

RDC data has not yet been realized because of challenges

associated with their analysis.

REDCRAFT (Bryson et al. 2008) was previously

introduced as a new, alternative approach to protein

structure calculation explicitly from orientational restraints.

In this report we present improvements to the original

REDCRAFT software, which have improved the reliability

and robustness of the results produced. Our reported

exercises utilize the new features to demonstrate protein

structure characterizations with as little as two RDC data

per residue from two alignment media. The latest version

of the RECRAFT software package can be obtained freely

at http://ifestos.cse.sc.edu.

Methods

In order to illustrate REDCRAFT’s most recent improve-

ments, and facilitate a more informed discussion, we begin

this section by providing an overview of RDCs as it relates

to the presented work. This is followed by a discussion of

other software programs currently available for structure

determination from RDC data. Finally, we conclude with a

summary of REDCRAFT which includes a detailed list of

its newest features as well as a description of our software

testing and validation procedures.

Residual dipolar couplings

RDCs have been observed as early as 1963 (Saupe and

Englert 1963) and have been acquired for a number of

structure determination studies including small molecules

(Thiele 2008; Kummerlöwe and Luy 2009), carbohydrates

Fig. 1 Accumulative number of RDC data depositions in the Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB) as a function of time
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(Tian et al. 2001a; Azurmendi and Bush 2002; Azurmendi

et al. 2002; Adeyeye et al. 2003), nucleic acids (Al-

Hashimi et al. 2000a; Tjandra et al. 2000; Vermeulen et al.

2000; Al-Hashimi et al. 2002a, b) and proteins (Cornilescu

et al. 1999; Fowler et al. 2000; Tian et al. 2001b; Andrec

et al. 2001; Clore and Bewley 2002; Bertini et al. 2003;

Assfalg et al. 2003). RDCs arise from the interaction of two

magnetically active nuclei in the presence of the external

magnetic field of an NMR instrument (Tolman et al. 1995;

Tjandra et al. 1996; Prestegard et al. 2000; Bax et al. 2001).

This interaction is normally reduced to zero due to the

isotropic tumbling of molecules in their aqueous environ-

ment. However, the introduction of partial order to the

molecular alignment by minutely limiting their isotropic

tumbling will reintroduce the finite RDC interactions. The

resulting RDCs are measured relatively easily and repre-

sent an abundant source of precise and informative data

which includes the relative orientation of different inter-

nuclear bonds within the alignment frame.

In order to motivate the use of RDC data as the main

source of constraints for protein structure determination,

we first begin by discussing the theoretical aspects of RDC

analysis. This is followed by a summary of their utility,

which includes establishing the theoretical limits of RDC

data requirements and a comparison of RDCs to NOEs.

Theory

The physical principles (Saupe and Englert 1963; Cava-

nagh et al. 2007) that lead to manifestation of RDCs, and

methods inducing alignment of biological macromolecules,

have been fully described previously (Tjandra et al. 1997;

Bax and Tjandra 1997; Prestegard et al. 2000, 2004). Here

we briefly review those components utilized by RED-

CRAFT. In addition, we limit our discussion to nuclei with

spin quantum number of �, and refer to the formula in

Eq. 1 from which all mathematical derivation of the RDC

interactions (for a pair of spin � nuclei) begin. In this

equation, l0 is the magnetic permeability of free space, ci

and cj are gyromagnetic ratios of the interacting nuclei, h is

Planck’s constant, r is the distance separating nuclei i and j,

and h is the angle between the magnetic field of the NMR

device and a vector connecting atoms i and j.

Dij ¼
�l0cicjh

2prð Þ3
3cos2hij tð Þ � 1

2

� �
ð1Þ

It is important to note that the RDC value Dij (reported

in units of Hz) is a function of the time-dependent angle

h(t) averaged over time t, as represented by the angular

brackets in Eq. 1. This time averaging phenomenon may

account for molecular motions due to: natural bond

vibrations, internal dynamics, or overall tumbling of the

molecule in the solution state. Mathematical transforma-

tion (Saupe and Englert 1963) of Eq. 1 can produce a

computationally friendlier formulation of the RDC phe-

nomenon, as shown in Eq. 2. In this representation of the

RDC interaction, v signifies the normalized orientation of

the interacting vector, sij denotes the ijth element of the

Saupe order tensor matrix, Sii represents the principle order

parameters, and R symbolizes the rotation matrix which

relates the molecular frame to the principal alignment

frame. The remaining constants have been subsumed into a

single constant, Dmax.

D ¼ Dmax�vT �
sxx sxy sxz

syx syy syz

szx szy szz

0
B@

1
CA � �v

¼ Dmax�vT � R �
Sxx 0 0

0 Syy 0

0 0 Szz

0
B@

1
CA � RT � �v

ð2Þ

Within recent years, various methods of obtaining the

order tensor have appeared in the literature (Clore et al.

1998; Losonczi et al. 1999; Warren and Moore 2001;

Dosset et al. 2001; Valafar and Prestegard 2003, 2004;

Zweckstetter 2008; Miao et al. 2008; Mukhopadhyay et al.

2009; Fahim et al. 2013; Schmidt et al. 2013). These

diverse approaches exhibit some advantages over other

existing methods, such as: highly accurate estimation of

order tensors, estimation of order tensor or order parame-

ters in the absence of a structure, relative order tensor

estimation from unassigned RDCs, and reconstruction of

interacting vectors in space from unassigned RDCs.

However, the most reliable method of obtaining an order

tensor is from using an assigned set of RDCs to a high-

resolution structure.

The RDC advantage

The emergence of RDCs as an alternative means of studying

the structure and dynamics of macromolecules has prompted

many to question the differences between RDC and NOE

data types with regard to structure calculation. Comparing

the effectiveness of each data type is challenging, due to their

vastly different information contents. While it has been

informally noted by the community that RDC data report

better fitness to X-ray structures than that of structures

determined by NOE data, this observation is unexpected

since NOE based structures are designed to study the protein

in the same environment as the acquired RDCs. Yet, any

discrepancies existing between RDC solution-state and X-

ray derived structures can be attributed to the influences of

crystal packing forces and the desiccated crystalline envi-

ronment. Similar explanations, substantiating any observed

differences between RDC-based and NOE-based molecular
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structures are lacking, as are investigations which fully

explore the sensitivity of structure calculation between the

two data types. Therefore to meaningfully examine the nat-

ure of differences between RDC and NOE -based structure

determination, we resort to an exercise which uses simulated

data. In this exercise we utilize the 56 residue immuno-

globulin binding domain of streptococcal protein G (PDB ID

1GB1) and the 114 residue Ubiquitin/UIM fusion protein

(PDB ID 2KDI). For each protein, computational RDC

restraints for the backbone N–H and Ca–Ha vectors were

generated in two alignment media using the structure and

two arbitrarily selected order tensors with typically observed

order parameters. The inclusion of RDCs from two align-

ment media is necessary in order to avoid the inversion

degeneracies of RDCs (Al-Hashimi et al. 2000b). NOE

distances were calculated for each protein from the published

structures for the pair of atoms with experimentally observed

NOEs. To better emulate experimental conditions, computed

RDC and NOE restraints were randomly altered with uni-

formly distributed noise (within ±1 Hz in the case of RDCs

and up to 1 Å in the case of NOEs). Following generation of

computed distances and RDC restraints from the native

structures, three thousand derivative structures were gener-

ated from their corresponding original structure by randomly

altering backbone dihedral angles. This process resulted in a

population of structures that differed from their respective

original structure in the ranges of *0–30 Å (in the case of

1GB1) and *0–23 Å (in the case of 2KDI), with structural

similarity measured over the backbone atoms as root mean

square deviation (BB-RMSD). Each structure in the

ensemble was refined by allowing only side-chain modifi-

cation to better fit the distance restraints. This refinement step

was necessary to allow conformational changes of side-

chains to compensate for changes in backbone structure, and

did not affect the RDC fitness since all RDCs originated from

the backbone atoms (which were fixed). RDC and NOE fit-

ness data resulting from the generated structures were then

normalized (by dividing by the maximum observed value)

and plotted as a function of normalized BB-RMSD (shown in

Fig. 2). The normalization of BB-RMSD is necessary in

order to remove the influence of protein size from BB-RMSD

variations. In this exercise we used protein 1GB1 as our

reference protein and normalized BB-RMSDs of 2KDI via

scaling by a normalization factor of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
114=56ð Þ

p
. The

resulting figure allows for inferences in sensitivity to be

compared between RDCs and NOEs, while providing a

number of conclusions related to structure calculation

strategies. First, this figure suggests that backbone N–H and

Ca–Ha RDCs may be sufficient to obtain the backbone

structure of a protein. Second, it reveals that as the calculated

structure approaches the actual structure, NOEs tend to

plateau (lose sensitivity) while RDCs become more

sensitive. Therefore, NOEs may be indiscriminate probes

when operating in the range of 0–3.5 Å from the actual

structure. In contrast, the use of RDC data may very well

provide structures within less than 1.0 Å from the actual

structure and provides evidence for the observation noted

previously, which identifies RDC data as having a better

fitness to X-ray structures than that of NOEs. Yet another

conclusion resulting from Fig. 2, relates to the manner in

which traditional approaches to structure calculation com-

mence their structure calculations. The traditional approa-

ches initiate their calculations with an extended structure,

which are then allowed to alter the initial structure to better fit

the experimental constraints. In the case of RDC data, it is

clear that these traditional approaches operate in the least

sensitive region where structural fitness to the RDC data has

already reached its saturation point. Therefore the search of

the conformational space is not optimally assisted by RDCs

until arriving to within 10 Å of the actual structure. The NOE

fitness profile, on the other hand, shows a complementary

behavior where structural sensitivity is relatively acute at

farther distances, and diminishes in the vicinity of the native

structure.

Within the context of our work we would like to differ-

entiate between ‘‘high-resolution’’ and ‘‘complete’’ struc-

ture determinations. Based on our definitions high-

resolution structure determination refers to the precision by

which atomic positions are described in space (for a struc-

ture or a portion of a structure), while complete structure

determination refers to the atomic description of the entire

protein or a complex of proteins. The RDC based results

shown in Fig. 2, demonstrate partial structure determina-

tion—the possibility of backbone structure determination

without the need for side-chain structure determination.

This approach confers a number of advantages, further

discussed in the ‘‘Results and discussion’’ section, and has

the potential to address some of the longstanding challenges

in NMR spectroscopy. In conclusion, the results of our

exercise illustrated in Fig. 2 demonstrate that RDCs may be

an indispensable source of data in high-resolution structure

determination by NMR spectroscopy, and also highlight

some of the difficulties associated with protein structure

calculation from RDC data (particularly when data is

scarce). These findings encourage the examination of

strategies currently available for structure determination

using RDC data and provide the incentive for programs

designed explicitly for RDC analysis; topics which are

further discussed in the two subsections that follow.

RDC information content of {C0–N, N–H, and C0–H} set

In section ‘‘An exploration of the minimum data require-

ment’’ of this report we present results for structure
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calculation of protein 1D3Z using RDC data originated

from the set: {C0–N, N–H, and C0–H}. Given the planar

arrangement of these three vectors, their independent

information content becomes questionable. It is therefore

appropriate to discuss the theoretical basis of this set of

RDC data. While it is clear that these three vectors are

linearly dependent in a three dimensional Cartesian space,

their RDC information content has not been properly

explored. Here we utilize Singular Value Decomposition

(SVD) to ascertain the linear independence of these three

vectors in the system of linear equations in the form of

Ax = b. Our theoretical exploration proceeds in both the

three dimensional Cartesian space and the five dimensional

RDC space (related to the spherical harmonic space)

(Valafar and Prestegard 2004; Schmidt et al. 2013). The

coordinates of these three vectors in a three dimensional

Cartesian space are shown in Eq. 3, while the coordinates

of the five dimensional representation of the three vectors

is shown in Eq. 4. The translation mechanism between

Cartesian and Spherical Harmonic representation of a

vector is shown in Eq. 5.

C~N

N~H

C~H

0
@

1
A

R3

¼
1:325 0:159 0

0:603 �0:811 �0:002

1:928 �0:652 �0:002

0
@

1
A ð3Þ

C~N

N~H

C~H

0
B@

1
CA

R5

¼
0:986 0:0142 0:237 0 0

0:356 0:644 �0:958 �0:0024 0:0032

0:897 0:103 �0:607 �0:0019 0:00063

0
B@

1
CA

ð4Þ

x y zð ÞCartesian

, x2 � z2 y2 � z2 2xy 2xz 2yz
� �

SpherialHarmonic

ð5Þ

The use of SVD to establish the information content and

linear independence of entries within a system of linear

equations is well established (Press et al. 2003). SVD can

provide the condition-number of a matrix that can be used

Fig. 2 Comparing the sensitivity of structure calculations between

RDC and NOE data. RDC and NOE data, incorporating uniformly

distributed noise, was simulated for 1GB1 and 2KDI proteins. Three

thousand derivative structures were then generated from the corre-

sponding original structures by randomly altering backbone dihedral

angles. RDC (blue and red circles) and NOE (green and cyan

triangles) fitness data resulting from the generated structures were

then plotted as a function of BB-RMSD comparisons of each

generated structure to the corresponding original structure
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to quantify the singularity of a matrix by observing the

ratio of the largest eigenvalue to the smallest eigenvalue

(Greshenfeld 1998; Press et al. 2003). Similarly, the same

ratio can be used to quantify the degree of orthogonal

information content of each entry of a matrix. The condi-

tion-number of each entry can vary from 1 to ?, indicating

the maximum to null information content, respectively.

Eigenvalues and the corresponding condition-number for

the Cartesian and Spherical Harmonic representation of the

three vectors are shown in Eqs. 6 and 7, respectively. Note

that the condition-numbers for the case of Cartesian rep-

resentation consist of 1.0 (indicating maximal information

content), 2.22 and 5e14 (indicating no information content).

Comparatively, the condition numbers for the same three

vectors represented in the Spherical Harmonic space are

1.0, 1.55 and 6.15 indicating that all three vectors contain

useful and independent information content. This is the

fundamental reason why structure determination from a set

of three planar vectors is therefore possible and we dem-

onstrate the success of structure determination from these

three sets of data in subsection ‘‘An exploration of the

minimum data requirement’’ of the ‘‘Results and discus-

sion’’ section.

K ¼
1:5791 0 0

0 0:71160 0

0 0 2:6963e�15

0
B@

1
CA) g

¼
1:0 0 0

0 2:22 0

0 0 5e+14

0
B@

1
CA

ð6Þ

K ¼
1:59445 0 0 0 0

0 1:03018 0 0 0

0 0 0:25913 0 0

0
B@

1
CA) g

¼
1 0 0 0 0

0 1:55 0 0 0

0 0 6:15 0 0

0
B@

1
CA

ð7Þ

Existing software for structure determination from RDC

data

Until recently, RDCs have been limited to providing only

minor additional restraints relative to the large number of

distance-based NOE (Prestegard et al. 2001; Valafar et al.

2005; Bryson et al. 2008) restraints required for structure

determination. Therefore nearly all of the previously

existing NMR data analysis software have been modified,

to a certain extent, to allow for the use of RDC data in their

structure calculation protocols. Programs currently avail-

able for calculating protein structures using RDCs fall into

one of two categories: general protein structure calculation

techniques, and methods designed specifically to exploit

the mathematical properties of RDCs. Popular protein

structure calculation tools include Xplor-NIH (Schwieters

et al. 2003), CNS (Brunger et al. 1998), Gromacs (Hess

et al. 2008) and Cyana (Güntert et al. 1997). Although

these methods are powerful in instances with large heter-

ogeneous data sets, in the case where RDCs are used as the

only restraint and a good starting structure is not available,

they are susceptible to entrapment in local minima and

usually never recover. While a Monte Carlo approach to

starting structures may be utilized, this is rarely feasible

without depending on less reliable information (such as

secondary structure assignment or torsion angle restraints).

Programs such as Meccano (Hus et al. 2001), RDC-

analytic (Zeng et al. 2009), and others (Delaglio et al.

2000; Wang and Donald 2004) apply a more systematic

approach, fitting protein structures to experimentally

determined RDCs. RDC-analytic requires N–H and Ca–Ha

residual dipolar couplings in one alignment medium in

addition to secondary structure assignment, sparse NOEs

and hydrogen bonding restraints. The use of only one

alignment precludes it from being robust to experimental

error, and it is often infeasible to predict secondary struc-

ture or collect the needed NOEs and hydrogen bond

restraints to perform the final assembly. In general, RDC-

Analytic is used as only one part of the larger RDC-Panda

protocol which uses a sizable amount of NOE data and

other information to compute protein folds and is not

intended as an RDC-only method. Meccano requires an

extensive set of RDCs, {N–H, C–N, C–H, Ca–C, Ca–Ha,

and Ca–Cb}, collected in two alignment media. It can be

expensive and time consuming to perform the labeling and

assignment of resonances for that many RDC vector types,

and in cases where data is missing, Meccano has to perform

a local optimization over phi (u) and psi (w) torsion angles

to produce the best fitting structure.

In summary, of the software packages currently in use

and previously described, none provide a comprehensive

analysis of structure and dynamics of proteins using a

minimal set of RDC data. Therefore, despite their

increasingly important role in NMR structure determina-

tion, RDCs continue to be used as supplementary infor-

mation during the refinement stage where the expense of

collecting as many as 20 RDC restraints per residue has

been undertaken (Ulmer et al. 2003). This finding, inspired

the creation of REDCRAFT (REsidual Diploar Coupling

Residue Assembly and Filtering Tool) and has motivated

the improvements reported in the section that follows.

REDCRAFT

REDCRAFT (Valafar et al. 2005; Prestegard et al. 2005;

Bryson et al. 2008; Shealy et al. 2010) is designed for

structure determination primarily from orientational
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restraints and it sets itself apart from other approaches in a

number of ways. REDCRAFT deploys a new and more

powerful search mechanism that is significantly different

from traditional optimization techniques, allowing it to

achieve the same level of performance as other algorithms

while using less data. REDCRAFT is able to accomplish

this improvement by analyzing a given molecule through

rigid peptide planes which adhere to strict peptide geom-

etry. Therefore, all variations within a molecule are

described through backbone torsion angles (u, w). In terms

of computation, this significantly reduces the number of

variables, translating to a reduction in the dimensionality of

the search space and improvements in program execution

time. It also contributes to the program’s robustness,

allowing for fragmented study of protein structures when

segments of data are erroneous or missing. Additionally,

REDCRAFT’s ability to utilize RDCs from backbone

atoms allows for simultaneous structure elucidation

(backbone only) and assignment of data (Tian et al. 2001b)

as well as the concurrent study of structure and motion

(Shealy et al. 2010). Moreover, applications of RED-

CRAFT have been demonstrated using aqueous (Tian et al.

2001b; Valafar et al. 2005; Prestegard et al. 2005; Bryson

et al. 2008) and membrane (Shealy et al. 2010) proteins

with as little as two RDCs per residue, or one RDC per

residue when combined with backbone torsion angle con-

straints. Yet another advantage afforded by the publicly

available REDCRAFT software package is its development

using a sound Object Oriented (OO) programming para-

digm that is easily extendable. This lends itself well to

encapsulation of physical and biophysical properties of

proteins since construction of a Polypeptide object, from

more fundamental Residue and Atom objects, directly

reflects the natural process of protein polymerization. It

also allows for better program source code readability and

more efficient program development, while further con-

tributing to improvements in execution time.

In this section we begin by briefly presenting the core

REDCRAFT (Bryson et al. 2008) search algorithm. This is

followed by a detailed list of the newest features designed

to address the limitations of the previous version. We then

include a disclosure of our recently incorporated software

engineering strategies and conclude with a description of

our testing and validation procedures.

REDCRAFT’s computational core

The Computational core of REDCRAFT has been exten-

sively discussed previously (Bryson et al. 2008), here we

present a succinct summary of its overall algorithm.

REDCRAFT’s approach to structure determination utilizes

standard peptide geometries, performing a search over all

possible combinations of u and w torsion angles at each

residue in two stages (Stage-I and Stage-II). In Stage-I, a

list of all possible torsion angles adjoining any two

neighboring peptide planes is pruned and ranked based on

structural fitness to the RDC data. Initial pruning of the

local torsion angles can be based on any combination of the

following: scalar coupling data, secondary structure pre-

diction programs, or Ramachandran constraints. The

ranking of local geometries is accomplished based on the

RDC fitness quantified by the RMSD between the back-

calculated and experimental RDC data as reported previ-

ously (Valafar and Prestegard 2004; Bryson et al. 2008;

Shealy et al. 2010). Stage-I concludes by creating a pruned

and ranked list of torsion angles for every residue of the

protein. Under ideal conditions, the final structure of the

protein would correspond to the top torsion angle at each

position. Due to practical conditions however, such as data

acquisition errors and structural noise, this is hardly ever

the case. The descent of the globally optimal torsion angle

in the ranked list of local geometries necessitates further

analyses, which are subsequently conducted in Stage-II.

Stage-II of REDCRAFT extends a given fragment of

size N peptide planes (initially a single dipeptide seed) one

peptide plane at a time, iteratively. All surviving geome-

tries of the seed fragment are exhaustively extended by the

incoming residue. Every combination of the new extended

structures is then ranked based on fitness to the RDC data.

Normally the top 2,000–10,000 (out of *10,000,000)

structural candidates with best fitness to the RDC data are

propagated for extension by one additional amino acid,

with the remaining conformations being discarded. This

process maintains a sufficiently diverse population of

conformations to prevent entrapment into any one local

minimum, and facilitates identification of the point of

internal motion, which is detected from the resulting

dynamic-profiling information (Bryson et al. 2008; Shealy

et al. 2010).

New features of REDCRAFT

The functionality and performance of REDCRAFT has

been enhanced through the addition of a number of features

which we present in this section. A number of other

additional features (not discussed here) have also been

incorporated and their descriptions are available via user

documentation at http://ifestos.cse.sc.edu.

Programming hooks Considering the complexities of

NMR data, and the vast array of software that can be used for

their analyses, a critical aspect in our development of the

REDCRAFT package was to incorporate a flexible means of

interacting with other programs. We refer to this formal

interaction mechanism as a ‘‘hook.’’ Communication

between any hook and the core REDCRAFT engine is
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facilitated by three commands (listed in Table 1). The use of

hooks make it possible for the execution thread of RED-

CRAFT to be extended to include the execution of any script

or collection of scripts. A hook can be executed at every stage

of REDCRAFT’s operation, or based on a set of rules (i.e.

invoked at arbitrary residues). The following are just a few

examples of how extensions to REDCRAFT can be imple-

mented: to filter the intermediate structure of simulated data

based on structural homology to an existing structure, for

further evaluation by inclusion of experimental data other

than RDCs, for minimization by programs such as Xplor-

NIH or CNS.

Refinement by Levenberg–Marquardt minimization RED-

CRAFT reduces the degrees of freedom required in

describing a protein’s structure by its representation in the

rotamer space. As a result, search for the optimal structure

proceeds over the set of all possible backbone torsion angles

and not in the Cartesian space. REDCRAFT further simpli-

fies the solution space by converting a continuous rotamer

space into a discrete space (typically in increments of 10�), in

order to maintain computational tractability. Although this

conversion allows for a quick and robust search over the

space of all plausible torsion angles, searching only those

structural candidates confined to discrete representations

raises some concern as to its potential impact in discovering

the real structure. In order to overcome these snap-to-grid

choices, REDCRAFT’s calculation has been extended

through an unconstrained minimization hook (shown in

Display 1) which performs a periodic structure refinement

(indicated by the user) using the Levenberg–Marquardt

algorithm (LMA) (Levenberg 1944). The minimization

routine can be configured by two main parameters: the top

number of structures to be minimized, and the frequency of

minimization. The former parameter dictates how many of

the top surviving conformations should be subjected to the

minimization routine, while the latter parameter governs the

frequency (indicated in number of residues) by which the

structures are minimized. The frequency of minimization is

normally influenced by data richness in order to prevent

structural modifications in under-determined regions. The

minimization routine accepts an initial set of backbone tor-

sion angles, and returns a modified list of torsion angles that

improve the RDC fitness but are no longer bound by any

discretization of the search space. The LMA objective

function is computed through the least squares function,

which is identical (and therefore compatible) to RED-

CRAFT’s RDC fitness evaluation metric. This iterative

procedure does not require a static order tensor because an

optimal order tensor is calculated at every iteration of the

LMA. In addition to RDC fitness, this implementation of the

LMA also considers the steric collision penalty (described as

the next new feature) to prevent structures with severe steric

collisions. The minimized structure does not replace any one

of the previously computed candidates. Instead, the structure

provided by the LMA is added to the candidate list through

the use of the ‘‘ADD’’ command. The fragment extension

procedure of REDCRAFT (Stage-II) is subsequently con-

ducted after receiving the additional refined structures.

[Refinement]
script1=./minimize.prl
[/Refinement]

Display 1 REDCRAFT definition of the refinement hook that utilizes

the external perl program ‘‘minimize.prl.’’

Backbone–backbone collision detection When consider-

ing an ensemble of structures computed using only

experimental data, some structures may produce unac-

ceptably high natural forces such as improper angles, or

steric collisions. REDCRAFT resolves improper backbone

torsion angles in two ways, first by adhering to acceptable

Ramachandran dihedral space, and second by calculating a

modified steric collision term. The steric collision term is

evaluated based on a 12–6 Lennard-Jones (L–J) Equation,

where the potential energy is calculated based only on the

Ca atom of the last residue represented by an exaggerated

VDW radius. This modification is adopted in order to

reduce the computational impact of this calculation, with

regard to the final outcome. Since the objective of RED-

CRAFT’s steric collision detection is to eliminate unlikely

structural candidates (and not for precise calculation of

internal forces), an approximated force can be used in place

of the traditional L–J forces. Furthermore, a complete

VDW energy term cannot be computed since REDCRAFT

excludes side-chain atoms. The use of only backbone Ca

atoms has proven to be a viable structural filtration tool

(Chakraborty et al. 2013) for detection of obvious colli-

sions that lead to implausible conformations. In addition,

REDCRAFT’s unique assembly algorithm allows for a

Table 1 List of commands that can be used in development of a

‘‘hook’’

Command Description

TRUNCATE Instructs REDCRAFT to empty the current candidate

list

ADD Instructs REDCRAFT to add a structure to the

candidate list. Following this command REDCRAFT

expects an appropriate number of angles (u, w)

consistent with the fragment size. An RDC fitness

value is placed following the list of angles

COMMENT Any content followed by this command will be printed

to the screen as soon as it is received. This is useful

for printing additional information for the user, as

well as debugging the refinement code
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further simplification of the steric force by only consider-

ing the most recently appended residue—a modification

made possible by the iterative nature of REDCRAFT’s

fragment assembly. Since the previously appended residues

have undergone an identical filtration mechanism in pre-

vious iterations, any surviving candidates will not contain a

collision aside from the last residue. Thus, for the last

residue j in a fragment, the L–J approximation of the Van

der Waals collision is defined as shown in Eq. 8.

LJj ¼ 4e
X

i¼1;j�1

r=rij

� �12� r=rij

� �6 ð8Þ

In this equation, fixed values of 0.0903 and 3.81 are

used for parameters e and r, respectively. The selected

value of r represents an exaggerated VDW radius for the

Ca atom in order to produce a L–J value of 0 for two

adjacent Ca atoms that define the two proximal corners of a

peptide plane (when in trans conformation). The parameter

rij represents the Euclidean distance between two Ca atoms

of the ith and jth residues. Activation of the steric collision

evaluation is specified within REDCRAFT’s configuration

file as shown in Display 2. The value that is indicated,

following the key ‘‘LJ_Threshold,’’ represents the cut-off

threshold for the steric collision violations. In this example,

any conformation that exhibits an L–J violation in excess

of 10 will be strictly eliminated from the pool of viable

geometries. A leading hash character (‘‘#’’) will disable the

L–J evaluation term. Due to the strict elimination policy, it

is recommended that a liberal L–J threshold value be used.

Furthermore, due to the highly nonlinear nature of the 12–6

L–J term, selection of threshold values in the range of

[10–106] may become functionally equivalent.

[Run_Settings]
Run_Type=new
Start_Residue=24
Stop_Residue=52
Media_Count=2
Data_Path="."
RDC_File_Prefix=wRDC
Default_Search_Depth=200
LJ_Threshold = 10
[/Run_Settings]

Display 2 Steric collision activation and threshold term within

REDCRAFT’s configuration file

Order tensor-based filtering of structures Although

REDCRAFT has been designed to conduct structure

determination in the absence of any information related to

the alignment of the target protein, it has been modified to

leverage a priori knowledge of order tensors to better guide

the structure calculation process. Recent developments

have enabled estimation of relative order tensors when

RDC data are available from multiple alignment media

(Miao et al. 2008; Mukhopadhyay et al. 2009; Fahim et al.

2013) in the absence of a structure. When the estimated

order tensors (absolute or relative) are available, RED-

CRAFT incorporates an additional scoring penalty based

on the similarity between the computed order tensor from

each conformational candidate and the estimated order

tensors. The underlying principle that enables this approach

is that there exists an associated order tensor to every

hypothetical structure. Therefore structure calculation can

be assisted based on the observed order tensors. The

scoring mechanism for the order tensor fitness is shown in

Eq. 9. In this equation, M denotes the total number of

alignment media, sm
ij and ŝm

ij represent the ijth element of

the computed or estimated order tensors of the mth align-

ment medium respectively. The function l(.) in Eq. 9

represents an activation function (or step function) that is 0

for all negative arguments and 1 for all positive arguments.

Using this definition of a step function, h serves as the

activation threshold that triggers a transition from 0 to 1.

The parameter x indicates the weighted contribution of this

potential term to the overall score of REDCRAFT. The

final value of this penalty is converted to units of Hz for an

equivalent N–H interacting vector.

EOT ¼ 24350 �x � l
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

M

X
m¼1::M

X
ij¼ x;y;zf g

sm
ij � ŝm

ij

� �2
s

� h

0
@

1
A�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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Display 3 illustrates the configuration options available

for incorporation of order tensor estimates in structure cal-

culation with REDCRAFT. The portion of the configuration

file that is dedicated to order tensor estimates is embedded

within the tags [OTEstimation] and [/OTEstimation].

Within this block, all lines with a leading hash character are

treated as a comment. Lines starting with the tags S1 and S2

(S? For any additional alignment media) will signify the

estimated values of order tensors for each alignment tensor

followed by five parameters that represent sxx, syy, sxy, sxz and

syz elements of the corresponding order tensors. The

threshold value of h is identified by the tag ‘‘Tolerance’’ and

the relative weight of this potential term x is indicated by the

parameter ‘‘Weight’’. The tag ‘‘Estimation_Range’’ allows

for a flexible way of controlling the range of residues where

this term should be engaged during the structure calculation

of REDCRAFT. For instance, the example provided in

Display 3 (when uncommented) will include the contribu-

tion of this potential term during the evaluation of the given

structure at residues 5–25, 40 and 42.
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Proper canonicalization of order tensors is critical for

meaningful comparison of two (or more) order tensors.

Canonicalization of absolute or relative order tensors (Miao

et al. 2008; Mukhopadhyay et al. 2009) is necessary due to

the degenerate nature of order tensors, and their dependency

on a defined molecular frame. The following canonicaliza-

tion protocol has been implemented to eliminate orienta-

tional degeneracies. As the first step, all order tensors

(computed internal to REDCRAFT and provided as con-

straints) are expressed in the principal alignment frame of the

first order tensor (S1, also referred as the anchor medium).

The remaining transformations are designed to eliminate

ambiguities that arise from relative order tensors and have

been described previously (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2009).

Bidirectional folding/fragmented study Consistent with

the natural order of protein synthesis, REDCRAFT’s

default mode of structure determination is from N to C

terminus. However under some circumstances, the chal-

lenges of protein structure determination from RDC data

are mitigated by reversing the direction of protein folding.

For example, it is generally believed that the end termini

of proteins are more likely to exhibit internal dynamics, or

produce a lesser number of accurate RDC data. Therefore

to reduce the effect of internal dynamics or data sparsity

on structure determination of the core regions, it is better

to start the structure determination from a more advanta-

geous location. Once a starting point has been selected,

structure determination toward the C-terminus region can

continue as the default mode while structure calculation of

the N-terminal end of the protein is better facilitated by

the use of reverse-folding. Another example of reverse

folding can be cited in relation to simultaneous study of

structure and dynamics. As reported previously (Bryson

et al. 2008; Shealy et al. 2010; Valafar et al. 2012),

observance of an anomalous increase in the Dynamic-

Profile of REDCRAFT may be indicative of the onset of

internal dynamics. A comprehensive approach for simul-

taneous study of structure and dynamics would require the

means of identifying the ending location of internal

dynamics. In this context, forward-folding of the protein

will assist in identifying the onset of internal dynamics,

while reverse folding will assist in identifying the ending

location. Finally, comparison of results obtained from

forward-folding and reverse-folding can act as an inde-

pendent means of validating the reliability of structure

calculation.

The reverse-folding of REDCRAFT can be invoked by

reversing the start and stopping residue numbers in the

configuration file. Panels (a) and (b) of Display 4 illustrate

REDCRAFT’s configurations that correspond to forward-

folding and reverse-folding, respectively.

[OTEstimation]
# syntax for OrderTensorEstimation is S?=Sxx Syy Sxy Sxz Syz
#S1=1.989e-04 3.879e-4 0 0 0
#S2=-3.174e-04 1.543e-4 3.132e-04 1.757e-04 5.076e-04
#Tolerance=1.0
#Weight=1.0
#Estimation_Range=5-25,40,42
[/OTEstimation]

Display 3 A portion of the REDCRAFT configuration file allowing for customizable filtration of structural candidates based on one or several

user defined order tensors

[Run_Settings] 
Run_Type=new 
Start_Residue=1 
Stop_Residue=25 
Media_Count=2 
Data_Path="." 
RDC_File_Prefix=wRDC 
Default_Search_Depth=1000 
LJ_Threshold=50.0 
[/Run_Settings]

[Run_Settings] 
Run_Type=new 
Start_Residue=25
Stop_Residue=1
Media_Count=2 
Data_Path="." 
RDC_File_Prefix=wRDC 
Default_Search_Depth=1000 
LJ_Threshold=50.0 
[/Run_Settings]

(a) (b)

Display 4 REDCRAFT configurations for examples of a forward-folding and b reverse-folding
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Decimation of structures Another feature unique to

REDCRAFT is its ability to carry forward multiple struc-

tural candidates for further elongation throughout its

computations. At any residue, REDCRAFT may evaluate

as many as *10,000,000 conformations for fitness to

RDCs, and select only the top candidates (normally

1,000–10,000) as suitable for further extension. This

ensemble-selection feature of REDCRAFT (as opposed to

a single candidate) renders the algorithm more robust with

respect to missing or noisy data. This mechanism of

selection maintains only a small portion of the examined

population (normally 1,000 out of 10,000,000 and less than

1 % of the population) and eliminates the remaining 99 %

of the conformational population. However under certain

conditions, the globally optimal structure descends well

below a generous depth search. In such instances, the

optimal structure will be eliminated from further elonga-

tion, which may result in a significant departure in dis-

covery of the native structure. This problem can potentially

be eliminated by selecting a manageable number of

structures from the pool of eliminated structures for further

extension. The proper selection of exempted structures is

critical for the effectiveness of this approach, and can vary

anywhere from simplistic random selection to clustering of

structures. Although a number of conceivable clustering

criteria (such as BB-RMSD similarity, order tensor simi-

larity, or similarity based on backbone torsion angles) may

be considered, nearly all of them are inappropriate based

either on computational complexity, incompatibility with

RDC data, or other pragmatic limitations. Here we report a

new means of clustering the terminal structures for the

purposes of conformational space decimation.

REDCRAFT’s decimation algorithm takes advantage of

three virtual atoms that it uses to accelerate the task of

fragment extension. More specifically, a fragment of size i

residues will carry the atomic coordinates of three virtual

atoms {N, HN, and Ca} for the next residue (residue i ? 1).

These three atoms share the unique property of belonging to

the same peptide plane defined by atoms {Ca, C, and O} of

residue i, and their Cartesian coordinates can be used to

efficiently calculate the proper location of the next residue

(as illustrated in Fig. 3). Therefore the Cartesian coordinates

of these three atoms uniquely influence the extension of the

current fragment. The decimation process calculates the

membership of each structure based on the atomic coordi-

nates of these three virtual atoms as shown in Eq. 10. In this

equation Cn represents the nth conformation under consid-

eration, the symbol �b c denotes the floor operator, and {Nj,

Hj
N, and Ca} represent the jth Cartesian coordinate of each

corresponding atom. The ‘‘Membership’’ function computes

the mapping between the Cartesian coordinates of each

structure and a nine-dimensional hypercube as a function of

resolution R that is defined by the user. All structures that

map to the same hypercube are considered to be members of

the same cluster and are therefore represented by the member

with best fitness to the RDC data. The representative con-

formation is selected from each cluster to be included for

further elongation and evaluation during the next stage of

REDCRAFT’s elongation. This selection mechanism allows

for resurrection of a structural conformation that may prove

to be globally optimal when evaluated at later stages of

elongation. The size of each hypercube, and therefore the

degree of decimation of the terminal structure can be easily

adjusted by the resolution parameter R in Eq. 10. The portion

of REDCRAFT’s configuration file that relates to decimation

properties is shown in Display 5.

Membership Cnð Þ ¼

Nx=Rb c
Ny=R
	 

Nz=Rb c
HN

x =R
	 


HN
y =R

j k
HN

z =R
	 

Ca

x=R
	 


Ca
y=R

j k
Ca

z =R
	 


8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;

ð10Þ

[Decimation_Settings]
Cluster_Sensitivity=3
Score_Threshold=0.6
Decimation_Ranges=3, 4-6, 9
[/Decimation_Settings]

Display 5 REDCRAFT’s configuration segment, as it relates to the

decimation feature

Useful perl processing scripts The REDCRAFT software

package includes an array of useful preprocessing, con-

version, and evaluation scripts. A detailed description of all

scripts can be found in the /scripts subdirectory distributed

with the REDCRAFT package (and additionally in the

REDCRAFT manual provided on our website http://ifestos.

cse.sc.edu/REDCRAFT/documentation) and includes a list

of individual scripts, their function, and input/output

requirements. In this section, we highlight those scripts for

which we have reported results:

• multiweight.prl Normalizes the set of RDCs across

different alignment media and different interacting

nuclei. This is accomplished by calculating scaling

factors that normalize all RDC data based on the N–H

vectors of the first alignment media. With this added,

weighting the ranges across all data sets become

comparable in magnitude.

• Fragments.prl Allows the user to explore the com-

pleteness of data by providing a report of the number of
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RDCs present at each peptide plane spanning all data

sets. This becomes especially helpful in the context of a

fragmented study, where it may not be immediately

obvious where to split a protein.

• CalcBBRMSD.prl Provides an easy way to observe the

progress of a REDCRAFT run. It works by aligning and

comparing each .pdb file created by REDCRAFT to a

reference protein. It displays two different scores—the

RDC fitness score and the BB-RMSD.

• molan Provides a number of useful calculations

including: back-calculation of order tensors (for

OTM-based filtering of structures), evaluation of

structural fitness to RDC data, calculation of the

modified L-J collision, and of particular interest,

back-calculation of the backbone {N, C0, and H}

Residual Chemical Shift Anisotropy (RCSA) values.

Chemical shift data provide complementary informa-

tion to the traditional distance constraints and have had

a distinct impact in the field through programs such as

ShiftX (Neal et al. 2003) and TALOS (Shen et al.

2009). Chemical shift data have also been used to

improve the quality of computationally modeled struc-

tures (Shen et al. 2008; van der Schot et al. 2013).

Utilization of RCSA, as an extension to the Chemical

Shift data can be very useful during the course of

structure calculation since they are freely available as

part of the RDC data acquisition. While RCSA data are

generally considered to be of low quality with regard to

high-resolution structure determination, recent devel-

opments have allowed for more accurate acquisition of

RCSA data (Liu and Prestegard 2010). As a result, the

development of structural filtering tools (similar to the

modified L–J term) based on RCSA data may be

easily performed. The calculation of RCSA values is

effortlessly facilitated through the Object Oriented

Programming paradigm of REDCRAFT, since the

Residue class contains information regarding the

orientation of the three principal axes of the RCSA.

REDCRAFT creates individual tensor objects associ-

ated with each residue that is appropriately oriented

based on the protein structure. With the available Order

Tensor, which can be back-computed for optimal

RMSD fitness of available RDC data, RCSA compu-

tation becomes relatively straight forward based on the

formulation presented by Liu and Prestegard (Liu and

Prestegard 2010). The atom-specific values of the

chemical shift order parameters are shown in Table 2,

which have been previously determined experimentally

(Cornilescu and Bax 2000).

Software engineering

REDCRAFT (Bryson et al. 2008; Shealy et al. 2010)

originated as a prototype algorithm encapsulating a number

of various languages, libraries, compiled and scripted

codes. It has since undergone a significant alteration,

including a rewrite of its core computational engine in

object oriented C?? design. REDCRAFT has also been

redesigned to take advantage of multi-core modern com-

puting environments when available. To that end, RED-

CRAFT accommodates parallel computer architectures by

utilizing OpenMP API and distributes its computational

Fig. 3 Visualizing the common atoms that define a peptide plane in

order to extend an existing fragment by one residue. REDCRAFT

accelerates the task of fragment extension by carrying the atomic

coordinates of three virtual atoms {N, HN, and Ca} belonging to the

same peptide plane but to the next amino acid. The coordinates of

these three virtual atoms are defined from the atoms {Ca, C, and O} of

the last residue in the fragment. Color coding of atoms: N (blue), HN

(white), Ca (cyan), O (red), C (cyan connected to O)

Table 2 Average RCSA tensor

constants
Atom r11

(ppm)

r22

(ppm)

r33

(ppm)

13C0 -75 -12 87
15N -108 46 63
1HN -6 0 6
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operations across as many available computing cores as

possible.

The Object Oriented abstraction of protein folding assists

in capturing the biophysical and biochemical aspect of pro-

tein folding. A programming environment, that directly

reflects the physical aspect of a problem, helps in producing

readable code that is easily maintainable and able to be

extended for adaptation by other research groups. For

instance, Display 6 illustrates the C?? code that is required

to produce a tri-alanine peptide. This segment of a code is

easy to read and replicate. Creation of protein structures from

torsion angles using ideal peptide geometry can be a very

easy exercise. The recent modifications to REDCRAFT’s

source code were implemented to increase the ease of

development for users with little software engineering

experience. More examples are available at http://ifestos.

cse.sc.edu/REDCRAFT/documentation.

Polypeptide triala();
triala.appendAminoAcid(“ALA”, -60, -40);
triala.appendAminoAcid(“ALA”, -65, -45);
triala.appendAminoAcid(“ALA”, -62.5, -42.5);
triala.writePDB(“triala.pdb”);

Display 6 An example illustrating implementation of a tri-alanine

peptide with backbone torsion dihedrals of (-60, -40), (-65, -45),

and (-62.5, -42.5) using REDCRAFT’s Object Oriented Program-

ming libraries

Testing and validation

In this section we describe our software testing approach,

which has been designed to both validate and demonstrate

some of REDCRAFT’s newest features. The general

overview of our strategy consists of utilizing data that has

been computationally generated from structures obtained

from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Berman et al. 2000),

and when possible, by using experimental data obtained

from the Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB)

(Doreleijers et al. 2003; Ulrich et al. 2008). In order to

avoid the previously mentioned inversion degeneracies of

RDCs, all our evaluations (using either simulated or

experimentally collected data) have utilized RDC data

from two alignment media (Al-Hashimi et al. 2000b). The

protein structures used during our testing and validation of

REDCRAFT, and any additional information, are included

in the subsections that follow.

Simulated data

The use of simulated data allows one to easily test the

usability of new concepts within REDCRAFT while

excluding the numerous unknowns (such as quality and

quantity of the RDC data) that are often associated with

experimental data. Our simulated RDC data were generated

for the 83 residue FADD protein (PDB ID 1A1Z)

(Table 3).

Simulation of RDC values for an arbitrary atomic vector

requires an assumed order tensor. An order tensor (Saupe

and Englert 1963) can be expressed via a 3 9 3 matrix, or

by providing principal order parameter values Sxx, Syy, and

Szz and rotational Euler angles a, b, c. If RDC data are

available along with a corresponding structure, REDCAT

(Valafar and Prestegard 2004) provides a method of

obtaining a best fit order tensor; it may also produce RDC

values, provided a structure and an order tensor. For our

experiments with two simulated alignment media the order

tensors listed in Table 3 were used.

Simulated RDC data may also be modified to include

the addition of simulated error or noise. Unless specified

otherwise, all simulated RDCs are accompanied by simu-

lated noise, a uniform random change in the RDC value in

the range of ±1 Hz, and contain the most complete set of

data (6 RDCs per residue).

Experimental data

The application of experimental data is beneficial in both

testing and illustrating the utility of REDCRAFT’s newest

features under more realistic conditions. Here we utilized

experimental RDC data from the 56 residue third IgG-

binding domain of Protein G (1P7E) and a 76 residue

human Ubiquitin protein (1D3Z). While a complete set of

RDC data from several alignment media have been

deposited to the BMRB database, we have only utilized

RDC data from two alignment media in order to establish

the success of REDCRAFT under sparse data conditions.

Using experimental data obtained from the BMRB,

relative order tensors were calculated using the online 2D-

RDC (Mukhopadhyay et al. 2009) tool, and subsequently

incorporated into REDCRAFT’s order-tensor-filtering tool

(one of the newest features demonstrated in this report).

Traditionally, attainment of an order tensor has been pos-

sible only in the presence of RDCs assigned to a relatively

high-resolution structure. These approaches are not useful

in the context of structure determination due to their cir-

cular dependency on a structure, from which to calculate

alignment tensors. Emergence of recent technologies

(Bansal et al. 2008; Miao et al. 2008; Mukhopadhyay et al.

2009) have enabled estimation of relative order tensors that

have led to structure elucidation of proteins in the absence

of resonance assignment (Fahim et al. 2013). Availability

of relative order tensors can be very beneficial during

structure determination of proteins since they can act as

very effective structural constraints. We have utilized the

estimated order tensors in structure calculation of proteins

1D3Z (Cornilescu et al. 1998) and 1P7E (Ulmer et al.
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Table 3 Order Tensor

parameters used during

simulations

Sxx Syy Szz a (�) b (�) d (�)

S1 -3.00 9 10-4 -5.00 9 10-4 8.00 9 10-4 0 0 0

S2 2.00 9 10-4 5.00 9 10-4 -7.00 9 10-4 -40 -50 60

Fig. 4 Order tensors for proteins 1D3Z and 1P7E estimated using

experimental RDC from 2 alignment media and the 2D-RDC online tool

available at http://ifestos.cse.sc.edu/approx2D/. Maps generated from

the resulting 2D-RDC order tensor estimation for a 1D3Z and b 1P7E,

denote hull approximations (blue line) with regard to N–H and CaHa

vector types (denoted as red crosses and green crosses, respectively)
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2003). Panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 4 illustrate 2D-RDC maps

for proteins 1D3Z and 1P7E, respectively obtained by

using the online server http://ifestos.cse.sc.edu/approx2D/.

Table 4 lists the relative order tensors obtained from each

protein using the 2D-RDC estimation mechanism. Com-

parison of these order tensors with those obtained from a

high-resolution structure and assigned RDCs have been

previously reported (Miao et al. 2008; Mukhopadhyay

et al. 2009; Shealy et al. 2011).

Computational resources

The order of complexity associated with an analysis

method is typically what imposes the size limitation for

proteins that can be analyzed by that method. Based on the

previously reported computational complexity of RED-

CRAFT (Bryson et al. 2008), its execution time is confined

to within the first and second order polynomial functions.

This streamlined operation has allowed all of our experi-

ments to be conducted on typical desktop computers

equipped with an i7 central processing unit, 4 GB RAM,

and approximately 100 MB of available storage space.

Utilization of such hardware required no more than 2 h of

computational time for most experiments. Under sparse

data conditions, and depending on the specific configura-

tion of REDCRAFT analysis (extent of decimation and

overall depth search), some instances require as much as

12 h of computation time for analysis of the RDC data.

Although 4 GB of memory is sufficient for most appli-

cations, additional memory (such as 8 or 16 GB of RAM)

is recommended to accommodate deep searches that are

required under sparse data conditions. In experiments not

reported here, REDCRAFT successfully produced struc-

tures for proteins in excess of 300 residues long in less than

24 h of execution time. Therefore the analysis time of

REDCRAFT is not the limiting factor in calculation of

protein structures from RDC data.

Results and discussion

Here we present our evaluation of REDCRAFT’s newest

features. Results, and their discussion, are organized in

subsections corresponding to the examined feature, and

include a brief description of the experiments conducted.

For all subsections (except that of ‘‘An exploration of the

minimum data requirement’’) we have illustrated the suc-

cess of each feature by incorporating experiments that

compare results obtained when the feature is disabled to

those acquired when it is enabled.

Use of programming hooks in Levenberg–Marquardt

minimization

The minimization component of REDCRAFT has been

implemented as a hook that utilizes the LM minimization

algorithm (Greshenfeld 1998; Press et al. 2003). Therefore

results shown in this section simultaneously demonstrate

the functionality of programming-hooks and structure

refinement. The minimization hook has been implemented

as an external Perl script (that invokes the LM algorithm).

The external program receives the torsion angles that are

produced by REDCRAFT’s core engine as the starting

point of the minimization. The set of torsion angles that

correspond to the minimized structure is then communi-

cated back to the REDCRAFT engine. The minimized set

of torsion angles is inserted to the appropriate location of

REDCRAFT’s data structure for storage and future use.

Display 7 shows one example set of torsion angles before

and after the minimization. Each line terminates with the

RDC-RMSD fitness of each structure.

Before minimization:
-40 -60 160 160 -70 -70 0.71581
After minimization:
-40 -59.0689 156.926 160.116 -74.9735 -71.193 0.43157

Display 7 Results before and after using REDCRAFT’s minimiza-

tion component implemented as a hook, utilizing the LM Algorithm

To demonstrate the efficacy of the LM-minimization,

we generated one thousand variations of the Ubiquitin

structure (1UBQ). Using the published experimental data,

each of the variant structures was subjected to LM-mini-

mization and the RDC-RMSD was recorded for the original

and minimized structure. The derivative structures were

generated by randomly altering torsion angles of the native

structure to within ±5� and their BB-RMSD was calculated

with respect to the published structure. Figure 5 displays

RDC-RMSD as a function of BB-RMSD before and after

Table 4 Approximated relative

order tensors of 1D3Z and 1P7E

from two alignment media using

2D-RDC

PDB-ID Alignment Sxx Syy Sxy Sxz Syz

1D3Z M1 1.99E-04 3.88E-04 0.00E?00 0.00E?00 0.00E?00

M2 -3.17E-04 1.54E-04 3.13E-04 1.76E-04 5.08E-04

1P7E M1 -4.85E-04 -9.51E-04 0.00E?00 0.00E?00 0.00E?00

M2 -1.30E-04 -4.61E-04 9.24E-06 2.97E-04 1.36E-04
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the minimization for each of the one thousand structures. In

this figure blue circles correspond to structures before

minimization and magenta circles correspond to the mini-

mized structures. The effect of minimization in improving

overall fitness to RDCs and improving BB-RMSD is

clearly illustrated in this figure.

As the final demonstration of this feature, we have

compared the quality of structure determination with and

without the use of LM-minimization. In this exercise we

have utilized the protein 1D3Z and its previously published

experimental data for the vector set {C–N, N–H, C–H, and

Ca–Ha}. The RDC-RMSD of the protein as a function of

the fragment size (as it is developed by REDCRAFT) is

shown in Fig. 6. Although the difference in RDC-RMSD

between the two instances is 0.2 Hz, this little difference is

deceiving and could potentially result in as much as 10 Å

of backbone deviation (refer to Fig. 2).

Simplified backbone–backbone collision detection

To demonstrate the impact of this structural filtering term

we use the computed backbone {N–H and Ca–Ha} RDC

data in two alignment media from the protein 1A1Z. The

use of minimal data in addition to a shallow depth search

(with decimation and minimization features disabled) is

intentionally selected in order to force the REDCRAFT

engine to fail in structure determination. Under these

unfavorably biased conditions, the optimal geometries are

ranked below the acceptable thresholds and therefore

eliminated from the pool of viable conformations. Figure 7

illustrates the calculated structure of 1A1Z from residues

1–29 (a) without and (b) with the steric collision term. In

each panel the red structure corresponds to the REDCRAFT

computed structure and the green structure corresponds to

the native 1A1Z structure. In this scenario, inclusion of our

VDW term resurrects the viable geometries.

Order tensor-based filtering of structures

Given a fixed set of experimental RDC data, any hypo-

thetical structure can be associated with its best order

tensor. Therefore the task of structure determination can be

guided by limiting the scope of search to structures with

viable order tensors. Here, initial relative order tensors can

be obtained from assigned or unassigned RDC data and

used to guide the structure calculation. We demonstrate

this feature in application to synthetic data on 1A1Z and

experimental data on 1D3Z.

In application to 1A1Z, we have utilized {N–H and Ca–

Ha} RDCs from two alignment media with a depth search

Fig. 5 Demonstrating the efficacy of Levenberg–Marquardt (LM)-

minimization. One thousand variations of the 1UBQ structure were

generated by randomly altering torsion angles of the native structure.

Using the published experimental data, each variant was subjected to

LM-minimization. RDC-RMSD was recorded for the original and

minimized structures and plotted as a function of BB-RMSD before

(blue circles) and after minimization (magenta circles) for each of the

one thousand structures
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of 2,000. The structure calculated by REDCRAFT without

the OTM-filter is shown as the red structure in Fig. 8a, and

superimposed on the native structure shown in green (BB-

RMSD of 12.94 Å). Similarly, the structure calculated by

REDCRAFT with the OTM-filter enabled is shown as the

red structure in Fig. 8b, and superimposed on the native

structure shown in green (BB-RMSD of 1.32 Å).

In application to 1P7E, we have utilized {N–H and Ca–

Ha} RDCs from two alignment media with a depth search

of 2,000. Sparse data conditions that we have imposed

resulted in a number of contiguous residues without any

RDC data. Therefore the structure of this protein was

calculated in four fragments: residues 1–8, 10–22, 26–39,

and 41–52. The structure calculated by REDCRAFT

without the OTM-filter is shown as the red structure in

Fig. 9a, and superimposed on the native structure shown in

green (BB-RMSD range of 0.86–3.91 Å). Similarly, the

structure calculated by REDCRAFT with the OTM-filter

enabled is shown as the red structure in Fig. 9b, and

superimposed on the native structure shown in green (BB-

RMSD range of 0.60–2.40 Å).

Bidirectional folding and fragmented structure

elucidation

In order to illustrate the functional importance of bidirec-

tional folding, we have utilized experimental data for res-

idues 1–70 of the 1D3Z protein for the vector set {C–N, N–

H, and Ca–Ha} collected from two alignment media.

Although forward and reverse analysis of this protein by

REDCRAFT with all features enabled produces very sim-

ilar structures, for demonstration purposes we present

results from a limited analysis of REDCRAFT. In this

scenario, the search depth has been limited to 200 and all

other features (including collision detection, decimation

and order tensor based filtering of structures) have been

disabled. Under these conditions, the forward and reverse-

folding of the protein produced significantly different

results as shown in Fig. 10. In each panel the red structure

corresponds to the REDCRAFT computed structure

superimposed on the native X-ray structure 1UBQ (shown

Fig. 6 Comparing the quality

of structures determined from

experimental data with and

without the use of

REDCRAFT’s Levenberg–

Marquardt (LM)-minimization.

Experimental data for the 1D3Z

protein acquired with 4 RDCs

{C–N, N–H, C–H, and Ca–Ha}

from 2 alignment media was

utilized by REDCRAFT for

1D3Z structure determination.

The resulting RDC-RMSD of

the protein with LM-

minimization enabled (red line)

and LM-minimization disabled

(blue line) are plotted as a

function of the fragment size (as

it is developed by REDCRAFT)

Fig. 7 Demonstrating REDCRAFT’s backbone–backbone collision

detection with simulated data. Using residues 1–29 of the 1A1Z

protein and simulated backbone RDCs {Ca–Ha and N–H} computed

from 2 alignment media, 1A1Z structures were generated by

REDCRAFT with a the steric collision term disabled and b the steric

collision term enabled. The resulting BB-RMSD’s are 3.58 and

0.60 Å, respectively as calculated between the structures computed by

REDCRAFT (red) and the native 1A1Z structure (green). All

illustrations created using VMD
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in green). Under normal conditions, both forward (panel a)

and reverse (panel b) folding should produce comparable

results with only negligible variations. However, in this

particular case, the results are significantly different due to

structural ambiguities of residues 60–70 (as identified by a

significant jump in the dynamic-profile not shown here). A

reverse folding that is originated from residue 61 produces

results with better agreement to the forward folding exer-

cise (shown in Fig. 10 panel c). This exercise illustrates the

power of bi-directional folding of proteins in more precise

identification of structurally anomalous regions. In addi-

tion, bi-directional folding can serve as a confirmation of a

successful analysis session where REDCRAFT’s configu-

ration is adequate for a given set of data.

Decimation of structures

Here we present the impact of the decimation feature uti-

lizing both synthetic and experimental data. Using protein

1A1Z, we generated simulated RDC data from {Ci-1–Ni,

Fig. 8 Demonstrating REDCRAFT’s order tensor-based filtering of

structures with simulated data. Using residues 1–83 of the 1A1Z

protein, simulated backbone RDCs {Ca–Ha and N–H} computed from

2 alignment media and a search depth of 2,000, 1A1Z structures were

generated by REDCRAFT with a the Order Tensor Matrix (OTM)-

filter disabled and b the OTM-filter enabled. The resulting BB-

RMSD’s are 12.94 and 1.32 Å, respectively as calculated between the

structure computed by REDCRAFT (red) and the native 1A1Z

structure (green). All illustrations created using VMD

Fig. 9 Demonstrating REDCRAFT’s order tensor-based filtering of

structures with experimental data. Using residues 1–56 of the 1P7E

protein, backbone RDCs {Ca–Ha and N–H} acquired experimentally

from 2 alignment media and a search depth of 2,000, 1P7E structures

were computed by REDCRAFT in four separate fragments (residues

1–8, 10–22, 26–39, and 41–52 because of gaps in the data) with a the

OTM-filter disabled and b the OTM-filter enabled. BB-RMSD’s

ranged from 0.86–3.91 and 0.60–2.40 Å, respectively as calculated

between the structure computed by REDCRAFT (red) and the native

1P7E structure (green). All illustrations created using VMD
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Ni–Hi, Ci-1–Hi, Ca
i –Ha

i , Ha
i –Hi, and Ha

i-1–Hi} in two

alignment media with uniformly distributed noise in the

range of ±4 Hz. Because REDCRAFT successfully

recovers the structure of this protein from the given set of

data, we limit the search depth to only the top 20 structures.

Under these modified conditions, although the calculated

structure exhibits some similarities to the native structure,

the two deviate by 6.22 Å (shown in Fig. 11a). By simply

enabling the structure-decimation feature, in order to

compensate for the inadequate search depth of our previous

run, we are able to improve the quality of the calculated

structure from 6.22 to 1.60 Å (compared to the native

structure) as illustrated in Fig. 11b.

Similarly, using experimental data from the protein 1D3Z

for vectors {C–N, N–H, and Ca–Ha} in two alignment media,

we first conducted a REDCRAFT run with an insufficient

depth search in order to obtain a poorly calculated structure.

This run was then repeated with the decimation feature

Fig. 10 Establishing the utility of REDCRAFT’s bidirectional fold-

ing capabilities. Residues 2–70 of the 1D3Z protein and backbone

RDCs {C–N, N–H, and Ca–Ha} acquired experimentally from 2

alignment media were utilized. In order to obtain a scenario in which

forward and reverse-folding of the 1D3Z protein would produce

significantly different results, a limited search depth of 200 was used

with all other features (collision detection, decimation, and order

tensor-based filtering of structures) disabled. Panels illustrate results

for: a forward folding of residues 1–69, b reverse folding of residues

69–1, and c reverse folding of residues 60–1. BB-RMSD results of

1.65, 7.17, and 1.55 Å, were obtained respectively as calculated

between the structure computed by REDCRAFT (red) and the native

crystal structure 1UBQ (green). All illustrations created using VMD

Fig. 11 Demonstrating REDCRAFT’s decimation feature with sim-

ulated data. Residues 1–82 of the 1A1Z protein and simulated

backbone RDCs {Ci-1–Ni, Ni–Hi, Ci-1–Hi, Ca
i –Ha

i , Ha
i –Hi, and Ha

i-1–

Hi} computed from 2 alignment media (including uniformly distrib-

uted noise in the range of ± 4 Hz) were utilized by REDCRAFT to

produce 1A1Z structures with a the decimation feature disabled and

b the decimation feature enabled. The resulting BB-RMSD’s are 6.22

and 1.60 Å respectively, as calculated between the structures

computed by REDCRAFT (red) and the native 1A1Z structure

(green). All illustrations created using VMD
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enabled. Results of this exercise are shown in Fig. 12. Panel

(a) of this figure illustrates the superimposed backbone atoms

of the native structure (X-ray structure 1UBQ) in green and

the REDCRAFT computed structure without the decimation

feature in red. Panel (b) of this figure illustrates the exact same

result but with the decimation feature enabled. The BB-

RMSD’s between each of the cases and the X-ray structure

are 13.23 and 1.67 Å, respectively demonstrating the impact

of the decimation feature.

Figure 13 reveals just how the decimation feature is

able to compensate for inadequate search depths. In this

figure the blue pattern indicates the completeness of the

data, and the green pattern indicates the contribution of

decimation at each residue. In order to counteract the

effect of diminished data-quantity, decimation increases

the depth search in order to maintain more sampling of the

conformational space. The varying degrees of contribution

for a given quantity of data (as seen in residues 17 and 22)

can be justified based on the information content of the

present RDC data, as well as the spatial restriction of

the conformational space at any given residue. Therefore,

this figure summarizes the complementarity that exists

Fig. 12 Demonstrating REDCRAFT’s decimation feature with

experimental data. Residues 1–69 of the 1D3Z protein with backbone

RDCs {C–N, N–H, and Ca–Ha} acquired experimentally from 2

alignment media and an insufficient depth search were utilized by

REDCRAFT to produce 1D3Z structures with a the decimation

feature disabled and b the decimation feature enabled. The resulting

BB-RMSD’s are 13.23 and 1.67 Å, respectively as calculated

between the structure computed by REDCRAFT (red) and the native

crystal structure 1UBQ (green). All illustrations created using VMD

Fig. 13 Illustrating the complementarity between decimation and

data-density. Two values, data completeness (blue) and contribution

of decimation (green), were plotted at each residue of the 1D3Z

protein. When data is sparse the contribution of decimation increases

by increasing the search depth, in order to maintain more sampling of

the conformational space
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between the decimation contribution and the completeness

of the data.

An exploration of the minimum data requirement

Here we examine the minimum amount of RDC data

required by REDCRAFT for successful structure determi-

nation. Table 5 summarizes some examples of structures

determined with varying degrees of data completeness. All

sets of data utilized in this phase of testing come from

experimentally collected RDCs. Results are listed from the

least challenging (or most complete set of data with four

RDCs per residue) to the most challenging case, and

include: the name and size (in residues) of the structure

used; the amount and types of RDCs utilized in each of 2

alignment media; BB-RMSD as calculated between the

structure produced by REDCRAFT and the actual structure

(in the case of sparse data sets, a fragmented study was

conducted and the BB-RMSD is reported as a range); and

which REDCRAFT features were enabled to produce the

reported results.

Conclusions

In summary, utilizing both simulated and experimental

data, we have demonstrated the success and applicability of

some of REDCRAFT’s newest features. Our example

which implements the LM minimization as a hook reveals

the flexibility that is provided when interaction with other

programs is allowed, while also exhibiting how the LM

minimization feature offers the option of refining structures

without replacing any of the previously computed candi-

date structures. Additionally, our resolution of improper

backbone torsion angles illustrates the benefit of including

the backbone–backbone collision detection feature in order

to eliminate unlikely structural candidates. Furthermore, to

accommodate recent developments in the research com-

munity which have enabled estimation of relative order

tensors when RDC data are available from multiple

alignment media, we have made modifications which

leverage a priori knowledge of order tensors by incorpo-

rating order tensor-based filtering of structures. Moreover,

the capabilities of fragmented and/or bidirectional study

offer an alternative means of structure determination

especially in regions where data is sparse. Decimation of

structures is yet another useful feature which provides a

new means of reducing the complexity of a large solution

space. Lastly and perhaps more importantly, we have

explored the minimal data requirement and demonstrated

REDCRAFT’s success in determining protein structures

using as little as two sets of RDC data per residue.

Approaches, such as REDCRAFT, which incorporate

partial-structure determination methods are analogous to

divide-and-conquer strategies implemented in the compu-

tational sciences. In fact, from a computational stand point,

divide-and-conquer techniques are often more efficient at

solving complex problems as opposed to the alternative

task of solving a problem in its entirety. With regard to

complete structure determination, it is simpler to envision a

strategy involving two incremental steps: backbone struc-

ture determination, followed by the packing of side-chains.

Although a high-resolution description of the backbone

will reduce the degrees of freedom in packing of the side-

chains, backbone structure determination from RDC data

followed by side-chain packing using either computational

methods or NOE data will require less data than the

alternative of performing complete structure determination

at once. Additional scenarios employing partial-structure

determination include protein structures that undergo

Table 5 A summary of REDCRAFT’s ability in calculating protein structures with varying quantity and types of RDCs

Structure Size

(residues)

RDC data BB-RMSD

range (Å)

Enabled features

1D3Z 76 {Ci-1–Ni, Ni–Hi, Ci-1–Hi, Ca
i –Ha

i }

{Ci-1–Ni, Ni–Hi, Ci-1–Hi, Ca
i –Ha

i }

1.182 LJ, LM, D, d200

{Ci-1–Ni, Ni–Hi, Ca
i –Ha

i }

{Ci-1–Ni, Ni–Hi, Ca
i –Ha

i }

1.622 LJ, LM, D, d200

{Ci-1–Ni, Ni–Hi, Ci-1–Hi}

{Ni–Hi}

1.576 LJ, LM, OTE, d200

1P7E 56 {Ci-1–Ni, Ni–Hi, Ca
i –Ha

i }

{Ci-1–Ni, Ni–Hi, Ca
i –Ha

i }

0.634–1.631 F, LM, d1000

{Ni–Hi, Ca
i –Ha

i }

{Ni–Hi, Ca
i –Ha

i }

0.783–1.539 F, LJ, LM, d1000

Key for enabled features: D decimation, d[200–1,000] depth of the searching area, F fragmented study, LJ Lennard-Jones term for collision

detection, LM Levenberg–Marquardt minimization, OTE order tensor estimation
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conformational changes, where the focus of structure

determination is only on a portion of the protein and not the

entire protein.
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